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HOKE 8. GREENE

"It is made up of the glories of the most
precious gems which p_ac es it beyond description.
For amongst them is t" e fi re of the ruby, the rich
purple of the amet hys~ the sea-green of the emerald,
the blue of the sapph:Te all. glittering together
in union indescribab e . Some by the intensity of
their lines equal all - ~e painter's colors , others
the flame of burning bri=s tone or of fire quickened
by oil".
80 wrote Pliny in A.D. 77, two years
before he perished in t he gr eat eruption of
Vesuvius. He was thus pra :s ing the opal - that most
beautiful, fascinating, ~s eri ou s and perhaps least
understood, of all the prec"ous gems.
My first inter e~ - i n this loveliest of
gems began when I was i n c lI ege and courting a
young lady whose fath er "GS one of my professors
and an amateur lapidar . 3e had cut and polished
an opal to fashion an ~ - ber birthstone ring for
his daughter. It was a ~ al lbut very beautiful
black opal which was _~ r ed to be the first
uncut opal to be imp ~ed to America from the
Lightning Ridge fie __ of Australia. I have since
learned to doubt t he au h enticity of this claim.
With the c :~g of this romance, my interest
in opals also subsi de -. A few years ago, while a
patient in Ho1mes H o~_~t al , a friend gave me a copy
of the Lapidary Jo ~ which carried an article
on opals, including c _ red pictures of some famous
stones. My intere s - ~ opals was again revived
resulting in the beg~'ng of a collection of cut
and uncut stones, p~:cularly of the so-called
"black " variety.
As a gem, -~o opal has been known for at
least 2000 years. ~e name was probably derived
from upala, the old Sanskrit word for ston~ - from
which the Latin name opalus originated.
Some lapidaries believe that the earliest
historical mention of the opal is in the 28th
Chapter of the Book of Exodus where there is a
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detailed description of the breast plate or vest
which the High Priest was commanded to wear in t he
Temple. It was to contain four rows of three st ~=_
each - one stone for each of the twelve tribes
Israel. The first stone in the third row was t
be a Lasham on which was to be inscribed the n~ e
of the tribe "Dan"o Some historians have concl1.Lt=
that the "stone of Dun" was an opal, which would
date the gem as known in about the 12th Century __ _
There are strong reasons to doubt this belief.
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New evidence indicates that the opal waE
probably not known to the Greek or Roman world
prior to about 150 B.C. Around this date it was
reported to come from the East, and Pliny later
s tated that it came from India. We now know thano gem grades of opal are found in India or the
countries in between. The only known mines that
date back to this period were those of the Daci an~
who lived at the foot of the Carpathian mountains
in Hungary, and were not to be conquered by the
Romans until some two and one-half centuries lat e=_
Thus the earliest known gem opals were probably
imported from Carpathia down the Danub e to the
Black Sea, and thence through Byzantium to the R --and Greek world. The Carpathian mines were commercially worked until 1932 when they were closed
because their products could not compete in eithe_
beauty or cost with opals from Australia.
The exact chemical and physical nature =
this most fasuinating and m:rs~erious gi~ ~~ ~~!~ ~
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times as individual pieces, where it wa s deposited
from aqueous solutions during the last stages of
cooling of the rocks. Gem opal is frequently found
deposited in fossili z ed plants, and animals, or
parts thereof, such as bone, shells, tusks, etc.
For example, one of the most beautiful of the
Australian opals, the Pandora, was shown to be the
opalized shoulder blade of a plesiosaurus that lived
in Mesozoic times. Undoubtedly the opal was formed
by the deposition from silica bearing hot water
as the animal or plant body de cayed. Many fossils
of colorful opals can be found in museums throughout
the world.
How then does opal differ from other forms
of silica? First it is almost entirely non-crystalline,
consisting of amorphous threads of silica deposited
in parallel layers or films separated by colloidal
silica. These films have been changed and sometimes
bent or cracked during solidificaTIon of the mass.
Second, opal is quite porous and has a
certain percentage of water, varying from three to
as much as twenty percent, with eight to nine percent
being the more common. Some of this water can be
driven off by heat without the loss of color - but
all color is lost if all water is removed. In thi s
process of removal of all water, the opal usually
fractures, sometimes into many pieces.
Bp.cause of porosity and composition, th8
opal is a rather fragile gem and can be broken or
fractured by a relatively mild blow. For example,
the stone in a ring can be broken by contact with
objects during ordinary wear. Two methods have been
used to overcome this weakness. One is to make a
doublet by cementing the opal to a base which is not
f ragile and thus giving added strength against
breakage. Another is to cement the opal between
two clear layers of quartz which is hard and not
as fragile. This is called an opal triplet and is
the preferred method of using opals as stones for
rings.
How such an ,ordinary material can be so
beautiful and display so many colors is still a
mystery which is not the case with any other gemstone.
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The diamond for example has been commercially
synthesized but attempts to make opal have always
failed.
There are two general classes of opal.
There is "common" opal which is found throughout
the world - from Canada to Madagascar and Ethiop ':"~
to Siberia. · It is a semi-transparent, and somet ~~
milky looking solid that has little or no color.
It is usually plentiful in opal fields where it i~
contemptuously referred to as "potch" .
Then t;here is precious or gem opal which
is rather scarce and found in quantity only in a
few areas of the world - in Hungary as previously
mentioned; in Mexico, Brazil; and Hondouras; in
Western United States, particularly in Nevada and
Oregon; and in a number of areas in Australia.
For the past half century the latter has been the
main source of gem opal of commerce - approximat e: 90% of the world's gems coming from Queensland,
New South Wales and South Australia .
Precious opal is further divided into f o-~
groups: Black, Milk, Water and Boulder. Milk o p~
is a form in which the background color is pale
cream or milky and which shows sparkles of light
reu8, blues, and greens.
Water opal is a very clear and transpar e~
variety of precious opal which also sparkles . wit ~
light shades of color, and can be very beautlful
when it has considerable color or "fire" .
__
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that have been worked at one time or ano ther since
1870 , when the first commerc ial ones were established.
They are given odd names such as Gin Gin , Why Not?,
Sheep Station Creek, Po ison, one Tele graph Pole,
Square Top, Quart Pot and Grey Belly.
But to me the most intriguing one is known
as Lightning Ridge . It is one of the very few places
where true black opals a re found - the most beautiful
of all gems when pr operly selec t ed, cut and polished.
The only other commercial mine producing these
gems is in Humboldt County, Nevada, wh ere the opals
are more brittle and fragile and not of the same
quality as tho se fo und at Lightning Ridge.
Ligh tn~ng Ridge is in the Northern part of
New South Wal es in what is known as the IIbushll or
lIoutbackll. In th e late eighteen hundreds there were
the big s heep anches sweeping over immense semiarid tracts of black - soil plains. In one of these
ranches, the gre at Angledool, lies a ridg e along
the stock rou es to markets in the South. As the
story goes , one night a very larg e flock of sheep
was bedded down n this ridge among the mulga and
g idg ee trees.
- heavy storm arose with much lightning, thunder and rain. Suddenly a great bolt of
lightning strucK among the sheep killing more than
two hundred, wi ~ the remainder scattering in all
directions. Aus~r alian shepherds have always claimed
that wool attrac ts lightning and they usua]W abandon
a flock when a st orm arises. In this case, the ridge
became known as Lightning Ridge and fifteen years
later was world famous - not for its sheep, but for
the beautiful black opals yielded from its depths.

The first op al on Lightning Ridge was found
on the surf'ace by one o:f the children o:f Mrs. William
Ryan, the wife of a boundary rider of the Angledool
Ranch. Mrs. Ryan polished it in a fashion, attached
it to a chain and was wear ing it around her neck as
a pendant. It thus came to the attention of Charlie
Nettleton who recognized it as a surface "floater ll
of opal. He started to sink a mine on the ridge where
the Ryan stone was found and opal mining at Lightning
Ridge began.
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LIGHTNING RIDGE
The Lightning Ridge opal field is perha~~
the most intereoting in the world.
It h a s been producing opals, mostly black ones, for a lmost 6~
years . In recent years the production there h a s
declined and as a consequence, good "bl ack " sto ne~
have bec ome scarce and expensive.
It consists of a series of ridges cover : ~
several square miles in area that a re covered w i~~
a series of mine shafts which are sometimes spa c e~
as close a s 200 feet apart.
In this area the stratum producing the
finest opals is usual ly ten to thirty fe e t below
the surface . In accordance with the mining laws Australia, a person may acquire the ri ght to min e
in an area, sometimes restricted to a plot appro x:mately 100 foot square. A typical miner will di g .
usually with a hand s pade, a shaft approximately
four by six feet, (removing the dirt and piling i ~
to the side at a sufficient distance so that it
does not slide back into the shaft ). At some dep ~
if the miner has properly chosen his di g , he wil l
come to a hard layer known as the "steel band ".
Elated because the opal be a ring clay is immediat e ~
below, th e miner changes to a hammer and chisel the " steel band" being too hard to penetrate with
a spade - and labors hard, sometimes for days on
end, to penetrate t he six to ten inches of this
hard concrete type layer . Finally a softer laye r
of clay is reached and great care is taken to di g
car efully thereafter to prevent spade damage to a
prize gem that may be among the clay.
Sinking ~
the shaft continues for another seve ral feet bel
th e thickness of the opal layer until a typic al
type of sandstone i s reached, indicating that n o
further depth will be fruitful.
Digging then pr ceeds along the horizontal layer of opal dirt.
the miner is lucky he may in the matter of severa:
feet find buckets of rough opal which may bring
anywhere from a f ew cents a pound to I~fty doll a r s
or more per ounce, depending upon quallty.
Or he
may find nothing but "Patch".
Ok the di scard ed s aL l ,
The rough opal, I I e
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.
t to the surface in buckets with the aid of
sen
mber of
a windlass operated by a partner, or a me .
the miner's family. At day's end a w ~ary mlner
will slowly make his way home to e~amlne carefully
his day's find and grade it accordln 9 t? the colors
shown when the incrustation, or a chlp lS re~oved
from a piece with a bl ow from a hammer or c~lsel.
Joyful is the man who finds a large sto~e wlth.good
color, or "fire" as it is called, that l~ conslstently
shown throughout. A particularly good flnd calls
for a ceJroration a t the J ocaJ p1Jb or at the house
of a friend wher e the spirits flow freely, usually
at the expense of the finder, and when the newly
found stone is passed among those present for
a dmiration.
lS

At Lightning Ridge a t ale is told of one
Jerry Porter who was particularly lucky in uncovering
fine stones from his digs and who was fond of what
he referred to as "that French beer they call s
Cognac, " a .fondness he acquired inhis World War I
days in France. He had the opportunity to celebrate
one or more times per week and would invariably
s tart home "three or more sheets in the wind ".
On these occasions he would usually end up by fallin g
in one of the open shafts that dot the landscap e a fall which could occur repeatedly without injury
because of the loose soft dirt at the bottom of a
shaft. He would spend several hours sleeping inthe
shaft and then awaken sober enough to climb out and
continue to his home . One evening, however, he
f ound his way h ome without encountering an open
shaft. Somehow, he ended up in the soft ashes of
h is fireplace. On awakening several hours later,
he looked up through the chimney andmw the usual
s tars above him and a ssumed that he ad fallen into
another miner's shaft . He proceeded to climb out
of the chimney to the roof where he fell and broke
his back and leg. He was not able to dig or to
celebrate again for many days.
In ages past, much mytholo gy has been
a ssociated with gem stones. Many factors appear to
influence the development of myths. In antiquity
many gems were assigned magical and curative powers.
As C. W. King in his book The Natural History of
Precious Stones and Gems says: "An important feature
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is ~h~ consideration of gems as magical and
~edlclnal agents :
This was probably the most
lmportant of their characteristics in later an - ~ 
qui t y, as it certainly was throughout the who le
course of the middle ages, when the beauty or rE-.
of a stone went for infinitely less in t he es~ ~
of its worth than its reputed value in the Ph~~
copoeia " .
It is natural that the opal, which s h . the colors of all other precious stones , sho uldevelop a share of myths and legends . To the
people of ancient Rome and Greece, it was a r are
and costly gem and was revered above all other s,
except perhaps for the emerald. Only in the N i~~
teenth Century, with the discovery of mines in
Australia and America, did the opal become less
than rar e a nd widely owned.
Prior to the middle ages a n opal was c o~
sidered as a talisman or token of good luck and
brought strength to the wearer . Thus in Greek
mythology Orpheus says "On Olympus the opal was
the delight of the Immortals, so fair to view t hait charmed the strong eye and strengthened the
weak". This belief about opals persisted until t~
fourteenth cent ury .
Then in 1348 the bubonic
plague, or Black Death, swept Europe, and opals
became a token of evil or bad luck .
In Venice , where the plague was particu_ ~
decimating, someone supposedly obse r ved that op a ~
worn by plague victims were brilliant up to the f-of death but lost appreciable luster following de~-·
This may have been a true observation since an
opal is most brilliant when it has the proper a~
of moisture and a temperature above that of a n o~
body . It loses some of its spark~e upon drying ~ 
when the temperature falls . Thus being near t he
moist and fevered body would keep it most bril l~~-.
With death the opal would lose some moisture,
decrease in tempe rature and perhaps lo s e some
brilliance.
In any case ,

i.n Europe thi. s

l ? <?- to th <:

't"on that th e opal had some mal~gnant ~nsupers t l l
't
Th gem thus
fluence on theperson who wore l .
e
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became, i n certain parts of Europe, a badge of ill
omen where before it was a favorite with jewelers,
particularly in Italy.
Opals, and other works of
art and beauty, were destroyed as vanities of the
devil. It was several centuries before this superstition began to disappear . In fact it still exists
and one can hear, even in our enlightened era,
that an opal is an un~ucky gem.
As late as the Nineteenth Oentury a tale
is told about the ill luck which an opal brought to
t he family of King Alfonso XII of Spain. According
to one version of the story Alfonso, as a wedding
gift, gave his young bride, the Princess Mercedes,
a magnificent opal set in a beautiful filigree gold
ring. A few months afterwards she died mysteriously.
The king then gave the ri~g to Queen Christina, his
grandmother, who also died shortly thereafter. The
ring was then worn by his sister, the Infanto Maria
del Pilar, who admired it greatly. She died after
wearing the ring for only a short time. The King's
sister-in-law suffered the same fate. Finally
Alfonso had the ring remade forhis own finger and
succumbed to illness shortly thereafter in 1886.
This was sufficient for the King's second wife,
Queen Maria Ohristina. She attached the ring to
a chain of gol d and put it around the neck of a
statue of the virgin of Alumdena, the patron saint
of Madrid. There it still hangs.
Readers of Sir Walter Scott's story "Anne
of Geierstein" will remember Hermione who always
wore her hair a gold clasp set with an opal of great
brilliance and which she never put aside. Her husband
sprinkled her opal adorned hair with holy water .
Then Hermione died, (Sir Walter Scott had her to
die) and disappeared, leaving only a few ashes on
the bed where she had lain , (following the sprinkling
of the o~al in her hair wi th holy water by her
husband.)
Most of these myths or superstitions have
been forgotten and the opal, particularly in
Australia, is again considered as a gem of good
luck and fortune to those who own and wear it. This
is well expressed in the anonymous October birthstone
poem.
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October's Child is born for woe,
And life's vicissitudes must know;
But lay an opal on her breast
And Hope will lull those fears t o ~=;
SOME FAMOUS OPALS

Of all the b eautiful and famous op ~s
the world, the Lightning Ridge area has pro bat~
produced more of them than all other field s
The first of these was found in 1912 :
an old miner, Carl Dunstan, and was called ~ Stone. It was also called Aurora Australis fr the Southern Polar lights which it was suppos e
resemble. It weighed 900 carats, and twenty ye~
ago was estimated to be worth a quarter of a m~
dollar s . It is now in the Australian National
Museum.
Four years later the Flame Queen was f
It is one of the most famous and frequently st u-~
opals ever mined. It i s believed to be an opal~=
fossil of an ancient tree of the Ginkgo family.
It was polished but not further cut and r emains ~
collector' s item in . private hands. It is oval ::-.shape measuring three inches across and has all
colors of the rainbow with dark reds and greens
predominating in an unusual pattern.
In 1915 came the Pride of Australia, t~~
Black Prince, the Flamingo and the Empress. T e
latter had an interesting and tragic history.
was approximately three by three inches and alEC.::
two and one-half inches thick. After cutting e r =
polishing, it weighed 500 carats and was proba ~
the most beautiful of the really large opals. ~~
fortunately, it was dropped and broken into se,c ~
pieces. The pieces were further cut, polished
mounted in jewelry items that are now owned by a
jeweler in Sydney .
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those of a butterfly's wings and is thus called the
But terfly Stone. Others call it the Red Admiral
because of a predominance of red colors. It is
mounted as a pendant and is privately owned.
In rapid order came the Pandora, the Light
of the World, the Galloping Sixty, Big Ben, Otto's
Stone , the Green Goddess and many more all from
Lightning Ridge. The latter was worn by Myrna Loy
in the motion picture, Double Wedding and is truly
a magnificent black opal.
It is not to be inferred that Lightning
Ridge produced all the famous opals of the world.
The fields of Andomooka in south Australia, some
400 miles north west of Adelaide, produced the well
known Queen Elizabeth stone that was cut into an
oval gem over three inches long and almost two
inches wide and mounted in a necklace. It was given
to Queen Elizabeth II when she visited Adelaide in
March 1954. Also from the same rough stone came
a pair of matching earrings for the Queen and a
pa ir of cuff-links for Prince Phillip.
The earliest of the famous opals of the
wo rld was the Nonius opal described by Pliny.
According to this autho r, Nonius, a Roman Senator,
owned a fine opal that was held in the golden claws
of an eagle and made into a finger ring. Mark
Anthony coveted this gem to give to Cleopatra. He
offered to purchase it from Nonius but the latter
would not sell it. Anthony then used his influence
to have Nonius "pro scribe d", i.e., put outside the
pro tection of the law where his property could be
seized and even his l ife endangered. Rather than
g ive up his opal, Noniu s escaped into exile with
it . I know not the fate of either Nonius or his
opal . In any case, t he latter did not grace the
hand of Cleopatra.
Then there was the Burning of Troy opal,
s o called because of t he brilliant red flashes of
c olor it possessed . Thi s gem was reported to have
been f ound in the Car pathian fields but some lapidaries believe it came from Mexi co or Honduras.
In any case, it was the largest and finest opal in
Europe and was acquired by Napoleon for Empress
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Josephine. Upon her death, the gem di sappeared
only to t urn up almost a hundred years later in the
Museum in Vienna . Between the two world wars this
famous opal again disappeared and is believed to
be in the hands of a collector . Several other
beautiful opals are still exhibited in the natural
History Museum in Vienna.
One of the largest gem opals of the world
was found in the Rainbow Ridge field of Northwestern
Nevada. It was purchased by Oolonel Washington
Roebling of Trenton, New Jersey and is named for
him. The Roebling opal weighs about 19 ounces and
shows dark colors of red , green and purple . It
was never cut and polished for fear that it would
develop cracks and break into smaller pieces.
Opals from most American mines are fragile and
frequently fracture when attempts are made to cut
and polish them. The Roebling opal is now in the
collection of the U.S. Museum.
To me surely few things in this world
can be as strikingly beautiful , as exquisitely
lovely, as fiery and at the same time as delicate,
as a black opal which isproperly cut and polished.
When ever I see or work with my collection of this
beautiful gem, I am reminded of the poem of Ella
Wheeler Wilcox entitled "The Birth of the Opal".

THE BIRTH OF THE OPAL
"The Sunbeam loved the Moonbeam,
and followed her low and high ,
But the Moonbeam fled and hid her head,
She was shy - so shy
The Sunbeam wooed with passion;
Oh, he was a lover bold;
And his heart was afire with mad desire;
For the Moonbeam, pale and cold
She fled like a dream before him,
Her hair was a shining sheen;
And oh! that fate would annihilate
The Space that lay between!
Just as the day lay panting
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In the a rms of the twil ight dim,
The Sunbeam caught t h e one he sought
And drew h er close to him
But out of h is warm arms startled
And stirred by Love's first shock,
She sprang afraid like a trembling maid,
And hid in the niche of a rock
And the Sunbeam followed and fo und her,
And led her to Love 's own feas t;
And they were wed on that rocky bed,
And t he dying Day was th eir priest
And lo! the beaut iful opal That rare a nd wondrous gem,
Where the moon and sun blend into one ;
Was the child that was born to them"
So endeth the tale of a wondrous g em.
Surely if h ealt- and fortune permit, some day I
shall wander o\-er the fields of Lightning Ridge
and, in the l ang, age of the miners of the Australian
outback, I s ha __ "noodle a knobby" of black opal
from which t o c~ - and polish my own Queen of Gems.
Hoke S. Greene

